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DESIGN FOR FAMILIES

I
n the race to appeal to the newest niche in cruise offerings,
the family source market should not be ignored. It is the old
reliable that has given the cruise industry legs to stand on.
Some cruise lines have been adjusting the design of their
ships and services to accommodate the wide age range that

families offer. But if so many other lines are comfortable catering to
simpler demographics – single young adults to retirees – then why
are Royal Caribbean International, Disney Cruise Line, and others
going to such lengths to embrace the family unit? What impact does
ship design have on travellers’ experience? What needs are not
being met, and how do cruise lines plan to meet them? 

Cruises are meant to be diverting for passengers, and their
design subtly but significantly dictates that. Cruise ship design today
“doesn’t just affect the physical appearance”, says Andrea Bartoli,
Carnival Corporation’s principal manager of outfitting. “It can also
influence the comfort and well-being of guests through using the
right materials, noise control, lighting, and proper ergonomic
design.” 

Greg Walton, CEO of Studio Dado, goes so far as to say that
ship design “affects how the user or guest emotionally and

physically connects with a space”. These connections turn into
mental snapshots, memories that can be brightened or sullied by the
cruiser’s perception of their living space and the amenities to which
they had access. This process is most transparent with children.

A historical review 
With the advent of cruise lines like Virgin Voyages, adults-only

ocean cruising is becoming a cruising option which we have yet to
find out how successful this specific target marketing will become.
But the industry still has major brands such as Disney Cruises whose
main business is families. According to Vance Gulliksen, Carnival
Corporation’s PR manager, “Carnival Cruise Line carries nearly 6
million guests a year, including nearly a million kids.” MSC Cruises
has around 340,000 youth cruisers a year and anticipates that
number will rise to about 600,000 over the next five years as the line
increases capacity. 

Despite these numbers, intentional family-centric design has
been slow. Ann Bada-Crema, owner and chief designer of Launch by
Design Inc., explains that in the past, the children are to be seen and
not heard mentality reigned in all corners of family life. This often
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translated into vacations for parents that children just tagged along
on – or even vacations without children entirely. 

Although family cruise vacations were not unheard of 15 years
ago, attention and investment in the child’s experience rarely took
priority. Child-friendly entertainment was mostly passive, such as
films and story-telling sessions, and the longevity of their
engagement was limited. The broad range of interests among
different age groups, from toddlers to teens, made it difficult to meet
all of their needs through these forms of entertainment. 

The needs of now
Bada-Crema noticed a shift, “where children started to holiday

with their parents”. From being passive participants, children slowly
rose in rank to become vacation consultants, changing the
expectations of the tourism industry. “Children research online and
then make holiday suggestions to their parents,” she said. “As
parents are now listening, the children are driving the location,
destination, and experiences of the family vacation.” Given Walton’s
assertion that “design can determine whether or not you wish to
return to a ship,” it is in the best interests of some cruise lines to
design with their smallest passengers in mind. 

Parents too want more quality time with their children when on
vacation, and so the call for multigenerational appeal has been
sounded. Cruise lines are responding through design, but this is no
simple undertaking. Bada-Crema says, “The challenge of designing
a ship that appeals to the family source market is to understand
today’s family and how families are changing and evolving. The
challenge is in identifying the individual and collective needs and
wants of today’s family and accommodating them through strategic
and creative design.”

That raises the question: What exactly do families want and need
in the way of design? 

Multigenerational spaces 
Cabins aboard cruises can accommodate several people,

thanks to facilities such as auxiliary pull-out beds, but they are not
necessarily outfitted purposefully for families with members at
different ages. Some cruise lines rely on these built-in extensions,
but is this the best they can do for families? Jaime Oliver, naval
architect and CEO of Oliver Design, suggests adding
“multigenerational family cabins with a central island and
independent access for grandparents, parents, and children”. Such

design would accommodate the needs of both the family unit and
the individuals in it, from grandchildren to grandparents.

MSC Cruises’ efforts to meet these needs have manifested
aboard their newer ships, in the form of modular family cabins aimed
at larger families or multigenerational family groups where they all
cruise together. Their flagship MSC Grandiosa, for example, has 190
cabins that can accommodate up to 10 guests. These cabins have
interconnecting doors and personal bathrooms. Carnival Cruise
Line’s newer ships include cabins that can accommodate up to five
guests, with two bathrooms. 

Engagement for all 
Although childcare centres like Disney Cruise Line’s “It’s a Small

World” nursery still have their place on some ships, Andrea Gangale,
SVP of product development and guest experience at MSC Cruises,
believes that “the days are largely gone when parents would look to
hand over their children to trained staff in the morning and come and
collect them for dinner in the evening”. Consequently, shared
activities must have something for both parents and children. 

MSC Cruises’ initiatives, which include partnerships with Lego,
Chicco, and Kings Active Foundation, have enabled an approach to
activities that promote physical and mental engagement for children.
Newer ships have the kids’ clubs, Sportsplex, and entertainment
zone in the same area. 

Families can attend matinee Cirque du Soleil at Sea
performances together. MSC Cruises also launched the Family
Explorer Club in 2018 – a concept which Gangale says was born of
the desire to involve children and their parents together in
discovering sights ashore.

Carnival Cruise Line too has programmes and activities to
appeal to each age range or a mixture. Serenity retreats just for
adults attract travellers without children, or parents who want time to
themselves. Child-centred entertainment includes water parks, the
SkyRide, supervised programming, and Carnival’s youth clubs, to
which Bada-Crema contributed. The whole family can share
experiences like the Build-A-Bear Workshop at Sea, the Seuss at Sea
programme, the Family Flex Area, and performances at the
Punchliner Comedy Clubs. 

According to Bartoli, Carnival Corporate Shipbuilding manages
“the end-to-end shipbuilding process for all nine cruise brands in the
Carnival Corporation”. He says, “For each project, we work with
different architects and very often more than one designer per
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ship/project. We have sixteen ships on order, and four of them will be
delivered in 2020.” 

Carnival is renovating ships to add family-friendly features like
water parks and ropes courses as part of its $2 billion fleetwide ship-
enhancement programme. Its newest ship, Carnival Panorama,
features Sky Zone, the first indoor trampoline park at sea, while the
soon-to-debut Carnival Mardi Gras will offer the first rollercoaster at
sea and the largest water park in its fleet. All of its newer ships offer
the Family Harbour area, which includes the Family Harbour Lounge. 

Acute safety measures 
Although concern for safety is not exclusive to families, there is

heightened awareness when children are involved. Disney Cruise
Line’s Oceaneer bands allow parents to track where their children
are in the Oceaneer Lab, though not elsewhere on the ship. MSC
Cruises has introduced a ship-wide locator system to the onboard
app, MSC for Me. Gangale explains, “Parents can purchase a
special wristband that uses Bluetooth low-energy technology to
show the children’s location at any time on the ship shown on the
app’s map.” MSC Cruises has initiated this new technology on MSC
Grandiosa and plans to implement it on all future ships.

Cruisers of today, cruisers of tomorrow
Cruise lines are noticing the need to cater to the youngest of

their travellers just as much as to their older cruisers. “Families and
multigenerational travel are the fastest growing market in cruising –
outpacing the growth of the general cruise market,” says Gulliksen,
“so it only makes sense to provide choices that cater to this rapidly
expanding market.” 

Still, cruise lines are not short-sighted in their attention towards
young travellers. They operate with the understanding that these
implementations are an investment in the future. Gangale puts it this
way: “The children of today are the future cruisers of tomorrow. Many
of them will one day become parents themselves, and they will have
experienced at first hand the great benefits of cruise holiday that
means waking up in a new country every day while also enjoying a
wide range of entertainment on board the ship itself.” 

For the ships where family cruising remains a priority and a
substantial source of profitability, investing in family-centred design is
essential. Incorporating design that will stand the test of time could
give these cruise lines the upper hand, going forward. With trends
changing as frequently as they do, the possibility of timeless
infrastructural design is questionable – but programming is a

malleable tool in the grasp of cruise lines wanting to present the
latest best thing.

Oliver has noticed a need for innovative attractions for cruise
lines. One of his ideas is a giant observation wheel similar to the
London Eye. At ports, this could give cruisers a new perspective of
what they are about to explore or have already enjoyed. It would
undoubtedly appeal to a variety of age groups. 

Oliver’s visions test the limits of existing cruise-line amusement
parks, like Disney Cruise Line’s Aqualab, an 1,800-square-foot water
park for children and families. Another idea is an exterior amusement
park “with different purpose channels for skating, rollerblading,
rowing, jogging, biking, sand games, etc., with the latest technology
to dispatch water, sand, or snow”. According to Oliver, an additional
outdoor improvement could be “a marina that pops out a giant
inflatable park with nautical sports which remains landed in front of
the port or beach”. 

Cruise ships are already addressing the intellectual needs of
their young passengers. Disney Cruise Line’s Oceaneer Lab, for
example, is an outlet for children aged 3–12 to experiment and
participate in educational activities. But when catering to a
generation whose appetite for new technology is voracious and has
consistently escalated, what more can cruise ships do to meet their
needs? 

Coding and programming sessions for the future architects of
the digital world, drone classes to add excitement to piloting lessons,
and photography lessons for the Instagramming teens (whose
photos of their voyage become free advertising for cruise lines) are
all worthy of consideration. Adrenaline zones with virtual reality
playgrounds, laser tag, indoor trampolining, go-cart racing, escape
rooms, and arcade games can attract young cruisers over and over. 

Another large-scale concept is an amusement centre: an indoor
city that gives children a chance to try out careers like archaeologist,
pilot, recording artist, doctor, and more. The mini-metropolis would
transport its young citizens into a “kid-friendly” adult world where
they have their own play money, jobs, and leisure activities. 

Ideas are not in short supply, but what is realistic is another
matter. Do cruise ships see enough incentive to invest in these
radical design modifications or additions? Some of Oliver’s ideas
may require inventive planning methods and mind-bending
construction to bring to fruition, but their impact would propel these
ships into first place on a kid’s list of preferences. Implementing
them may be in the best interests of cruise lines that are serious
about staking a claim on the family source market.
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